All eyes

on me

YOU’RE IN THE SPOTLIGHT, GLOSSIES!
It’s your time to shine. Now that the winter chill is fading, it’s time to focus on standing out and
making a statement! And all of that starts with you and this month’s box.
“All Eyes on Me” means to command attention. And in the world of beauty, we want every
GLOSSY to feel like they’re on their own runway. That’s why your March GLOSSYBOX has loads
of essentials to offer for a confident, showstopping appearance. From creating eye-catching
looks with our mascara and eyeliner, to ensuring a healthy, shining crown with our deep
conditioner set, we want you all to feel powerful and go show the world what you’re made of!
XOXO,
The GLOSSYBOX Team
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Cry Baby + Bad Attitude Hair Masks

Black Magic Mascara

This dynamic duo brings more to the table
than attitude: with six-free ingredients (buhbye sulfate, parabens, gluten and other
junk) and a mission for hydration, say hello
to volumized, softer hair after one use.

This award-winning Black Magic Mascara is enriched with a botanical shea
butter blend to help care for your lashes while giving intense volume and curl.
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Tip / Comb the hair mask through your
hair (with a wide tooth comb) for even
distribution and less tangles later.
It’s a double-duty tactic!
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MSRP / Deluxe mini worth $14, full size $26
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Tip / For seriously voluminous lashes, apply one coat of mascara,
dust some baby powder over your lashes, and then add
another coat of mascara.
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CIATE LONDON

MSRP / $2.99 each

@ciatelondon
Stamp & Drag Liner Duo
Cited as the solution for the perfect winged eyeliner, this unique
double-ended pen features a perfectly shaped ‘wing’ stamp plus a
precisely pointed tip for the best winged eyeliner of your life. Keep an
eye on the GLOSSY Report magazine for a tutorial using this product!
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Tip / Remember, liner goes on after eyeshadow but before
finishing powder. The lineup of application is key!
MSRP / $19
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@shopbasicbeauty_

MSRP / $20
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SLEEK
@sleekmakeup
Copperplate Highlighter Palette

Tip / Such beautiful colors shouldn’t
have limits: double the glam by using
these shades for your eyes for
on-the-go shimmer!

Tweezers

Tip / When’s the best time to tweeze? After you
shower. Warm water opens the follicles and softens
hairs, helping them slip out more easily.
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Sleek’s first all powder highlighting palette
features rich coppers and duo-toned gold
shades to give you a ‘lit from within’ glow,
no matter what your skin tone.

BASIC BEAUTY

Expertly shape your brows with this classic slant tip
tweezer in our favorite color: pink! The perfectly
aligned, hand-filed tips grab the hair every time for
minimal effort and zero discomfort during a shape-up.
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MSRP / $15

Easter
egg
You’d think we can’t top last year’s
Easter Eggstravaganza, but the yolk’s
on you! Among our many colorful
eggs will be a basketful of eggstra
special, eggstremely limited golden
prizes! Will you find one? Stay tuned
for an egg hunt you can’t miss!

GLOSSY
credit
Did you know that by filling out our
GLOSSYBOX surveys, you not only get
GLOSSYCredit, but a say in how we can
improve? To access these surveys, login to your
account and you will find them ready for you.
We see all your suggestions and we consider
them for GLOSSYBOXES yet to come! So talk
to us, we love to hear from you and being part
of beauty discoveries each month!

GLOSSY
report
Be on the lookout for the latest news
on our online magazine, The GLOSSY
Report. Bringing you the latest in trends,
brands and guides on your box products,
don’t miss out on our staff tips on rocking
bold makeup, hacks to eye makeup
mastery, and their favorite brands this
season to stay in the know!

April
sneak peek
When we unleashed the Flowerbomb
Vanilla Twist, the response was...explosive.
Back by high demand, we’re featuring a
new member of the Flowerbomb series:
Flowerbomb Nectar! We hope you enjoy
this addition to the Flowerbomb series.

Log into your account now to start earning...

Coming soon...
Mother’s Day
Brimming with splurges, we made sure
to wrap nothing but the best of the
best for her this year in a coveted gift
a mother is sure to love. Keep your
eyes peeled for our exclusive
Mother’s Day GLOSSYBOX.

Share your
unboxing
Love your GLOSSYBOX? Share the
love on your social media and we’ll
feature you on ours! Just tag us
@glossybox_us or use our hashtag
#glossyboxus to be part of the
GLOSSY community!

